Concrete floors that last and last and last and last and last.

We’ll show you how.

INDUSTRIAL Get results that are as shiny or matte as you desire.

OFFICE We offer customized maintenance plans based on traffic patterns and usage.
**PREPARATION & REPAIR**

- **Cleaner/Degreaser**: Removes oil and grease films, and adhesive tape residues
- **Concrete Floor Restorer**: General-purpose restoration cleaner
- **Cure & Seal Remover**: Removes the toughest high-solids cure and seals
- **First Cut**: Grind aid that lifts & clears concrete slurry solids
- **First Cut with Densifier**: Grind aid that densifies floors while you grind
- **First Cut with Densifier**: Grind aid that lifts & clears concrete slurry solids
- **PreKlean**: Removes laitance and salts from new concrete floors
- **SafEtch**: Non-fuming remover of construction and atmospheric staining
- **Wax & Cure Remover**: Removes floor waxes and acrylics, including cure-and-seal

**HARDENERS/DENSIFIERS**

- **LS**: Premium concrete sealer, hardener & densifier
- **Blended Densifier**: Hardener & densifier that can be burnished for a quick sheen
- **First Cut with Densifier**: Grind aid that densifies floors while you grind
- **LS/CS**: Reactive silicate hardener/densifier and dustproofing

**DECORATIVE COLORS**

- **ColorHard**: One-step color & hardener for matte finishes on interior & exterior floors
- **Integral Color for Overlays**: Consistent color every time with a liquid colorant for polished overlays
- **GemTone Stain**: Penetrating translucent dye ideal for high-gloss finishes on interior floors

**PROTECTION**

- **244 Salt Screen Additive**: Chloride screen additive for Consolideck LS or LS/CS
- **Concrete Protector SB**: Solvent-based, low-odor, penetrating water, oil & stain repellent
- **Concrete Protector WB**: Water-based, penetrating water, oil and stain repellent
- **GuardEXT**: Glossy sealer for exterior horizontal concrete
- **LSGuard**: Glossy sealer and protective treatment for concrete
- **PolishGuard**: Long-lasting, tough protective sealer for interior concrete floors
- **Saltguard**: Deeply penetrating water and salt barrier
- **Saltguard WB**: Water-based VOC-compliant, deeply penetrating water and salt barrier
- **SingleStep**: Cure & seal for concrete
- **SLX100 Water & Oil Repellent**: Deep penetrating water, oil and stain blocker

**MAINTENANCE**

- **DailyKlean**: Daily maintenance cleaner specifically designed for concrete floors
- **DailyKlean ULTRA 15**: DailyKlean pre-measured and concentrated for 15-gallon auto-scrubber tanks
- **DailyKlean ULTRA 30**: DailyKlean pre-measured and concentrated for 30-gallon auto-scrubber tanks
- **LSKlean**: Cleans concrete floors while also making them harder and stronger
- **LSKlean ULTRA 15**: LSKlean pre-measured and concentrated for 15-gallon auto-scrubber tanks
- **LSKlean ULTRA 30**: LSKlean pre-measured and concentrated for 30-gallon auto-scrubber tanks
- **Brightwell High-Flow Dispenser**: Easy to install and preset to achieve properly diluted, ready-to-use maintenance cleaners for concrete floors

---

We’ve got your back. Call to experience our renowned customer support for yourself. 888-216-3039.
AND PEOPLE BEHIND THE SCENES

ON-SITE SUPPORT
In-person service, demos and problem-solving.

FREE TRAINING
Just invest your time! (Trust us, it’s worth it.)

PHONE SUPPORT
We’re real live people who answer the phone, M-F, 8a-5p CST | 888-216-3039

WAREHOUSE - Use LS/CS to get dust-free floors with no scrubbing or flushing.

PRODUCTS ON THE SURFACE

EASIER TO APPLY
No mixing. No flushing. No scrubbing.

SAFER
Meet green goals and low-VOC standards.

PROVEN
Backed by years of testing and field performance.

SCHOOL - Multiple densifiers, colors and guards are certified for SCS Indoor Advantage Gold.